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OutlineOutline

RPMs and daemons
 some new ones, some were dropped
 which daemons should start where

Shared memory specials
 what is it ?
 how to “play” with it ?

Some other operationnal changes
 new monitoring metrics and new statuses
 usage of the database

Also coming in the new release
Upgrading

 step by step
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RPMSRPMS
 castor-lib-monitor was added

 to be installed on the scheduler machine and on all diskservers
 castor-rmmaster-server

 contains rmMasterDaemon & rmmaster (to be dropped)
 to be installed on rmmaster & scheduler machines
 also contains rmGetNodes

 castor-rmmaster-client
 contains rmAdminNode, rmgetjobs, rmmodifyjob
 still on diskservers only

 castor-rmnode-server
 rmnode replaced by rmNodeDaemon
 still on diskservers only

 castor-lsf-plugin
 no change
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Daemons / commandsDaemons / commands
 On diskservers

 rmnode disappeared -> stop monitoring
• note it won't stop when upgrading, it should be killed by hand

 rmNodeDaemon created -> to be monitored
 rmgetnodes disappeared, rmadminode became rmAdminNode
 no replacement but status of the node as known by 

rmMasterDaemon kept up to date in /etc/castor/status
 On scheduler node

 rmMasterDaemon must run there -> monitoring needed
 rmmaster should not run, but it would not harm
 rmGetNodes is available

 On rmmaster node
 rmmaster runs, empty of monitoring informations. So old 

rmgetnodes will not print anything
 rmMasterDaemon should not run, but would not harm
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Shared memory specialsShared memory specials

 the shared memory is independent of any process
 first process will create it, other ones will reuse it
 it will survive any process and still be usable (e.g. by 

rmGetNodes or LSF while rmMasterDaemon is dead)
 it would be erased by a reboot

 How to reset it
 ipcs will list the shared memroy blocks
$ ipcs
 Shared Memory Segments 
key        shmid  owner  perms   bytes  nattch   status
0x00000000 65537    seb    600  393216       2     dest
0x00000946 98306   root    666 1048576       2     dest

 key 0x00000946 is ours
 ipcrm -m <shmid> to drop it

• LSF and rmMasterDaemon must by stopped
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Operational changes (1)Operational changes (1)

 New monitoring information contains
 for each diskserver : ram(total+free), memory(total+free), 

swap(total+free), load, status and adminStatus
 for each fileSystem : space(total+free), 

nbRead/ReadWrite/WriteStreams, read/writeRate, status and 
adminstatus

 Monitoring intervals :
 1mn for slow moving info (total*, *status), taken from castor.conf
 10s for fast moving info (*Streams, *rate, load), taken from castor.conf

 Status can be Production, Draining or Down
 Admin status can be None, Force or Deleted

 set via rmAdminNode
 Force prevents updates from monitoring
 Deleted deletes it from the DB (so next reboot will drop it)
 Release allows to move back from Force to None

 By default, new nodes are in status DOWN and admin status FORCE
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Operational changes (2)Operational changes (2)
 The stager DB is no more the primary source of monitoring 

information
 shared memory is
 the DB is updated every 10s
 on shared memory creation (after reboot), the data contained in 

the DB are used to rebuild a consistent state
• metrics are reset
• statuses are put to DOWN
• admin status are taken from DB

 All host names are now fully qualified
 in LSF (LSF_STRIP_DOMAIN was removed)

• see bhosts output (use bhosts -w for wide output)
 in the monitoring (rmGetNodes)
 in the stager database
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Also coming in new releaseAlso coming in new release
 Clips was dropped

 the policy is now C++ code to be externalized under the form 
of a dynamic library

 all executables and libraries now have a new symbol storing the 
CASTOR version number
 nm <exe or lib> | grep CastorVersion

 putDones are not scheduled anymore
 only I/O operations are scheduled now

 the maximum file name length in the nameserver was changed 
from 231 to 255 characters
 needed by SRM
 backported from DPM

 And of course many bug fixes !
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UpgradingUpgrading
 First stop all services

 Upgrade to LSF7
 new lsf.conf should be generated
 but you may have to rm the old one by hand

 Upgrade CASTOR RPMs (and remove clips)
 Update the stager database

 usual script provided
 DiskServers names should be updated
UPDATE DiskServer SET name = name||'.cern.ch' WHERE name NOT LIKE '%.cern.ch';

 Update DLF DB
 from 2.1.1 : drop and recreate
 at least add new facilities RmNode and RmMaster

 Update castor.conf files
 new DFL facilities, new RM/MASTER target, new way of declaring 

filesystems (RMNODECONFIG is gone)
 Restart services (don't forget new ones !)


